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Rae must guard her heart with careâ€”these enormous alphas mate for life, and demand total

submission from the females they care for.All Dr. Rae Ashburn wanted to do was present her latest

research to her colleaguesâ€”and maybe show up her loathsome ex-boyfriend in the process.

Instead, the beautiful scientist is whisked from Earth by the very alien invaders whose existence she

sought to prove. Not only do they exist, but a stunning specimen of an alpha male believes itâ€™s

his destiny to mate with her. Dragged to the alien world Ythir and trapped within its sentient jungles,

Rae must fight to escape the brute whose savagery both terrifies and intrigues her. While her

arrogant captorâ€™s protective instincts keep her safe from feral predators and deadly flora, Rae

must guard her heart with careâ€”these enormous alphas mate for life, and demand total submission

from the females they care for.Note: Adults Only!
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The only world she described is complex and very well thought out! The romance was definitely not

insta-love and developed believably if a bit quick on the novel time scale. The heroine was a bit

harsh for me, but I did like her. The hero was actually pretty thoughtful especially considering his

culture. I'd love to read more from this world and people.



Rae is a smart chick, I immediately liked her - and that's great because I wasn't sure what to expect

since this was the first Marla Therron book I've read so far. I loved the details such as the

technology that goes into creating fabric, it's little things like that which make this genre appealing.

Things obviously get out of control and exciting, and the story is just the right length.

I was given a free copy of this book in exchange for my honest opinion.I did enjoy this book. Rae

has wit and sass in equal amounts and isn't the kind of girl who just folds, which I can definitely

appreciate. Garr was surprisingly well rounded in a world were the hot alien hunk is a dime a

dozen.If you want a story with a well done plotline and steamy scenes, then pick this up.

This was a really different take in the romance storyline and it was wonderful. I liked the world

building. This book was clever and witty! I really enjoyed it and hope to see more from this author.

"The Barbarian's Owned" is a scifi alien abduction romance story about Dr. Rae Ashburn from earth,

who is dragged to planet Ythir and has to cope with her new situation on that hostile planet.

Escaping her abductors seems not like a real option and to yield into the hands of one of the brutal

alpha males who demand total submission from all females is also not an option for her. But

decisions need to be made and life provides her a few more surprises. The book is really interesting

and well written. In my opinion it deserves a five-star-review. It is a bit longer than most scifi alien

abduction romance books, but every page is well worth reading.

Owned just like the title the barbarian was gonna own her no matter what! Garr knew he was gonna

get her and have her but Rae wanted no part of him in the beginning. shes a feisty smart intelligent

making plans and trying everything in her power not to want Garr but in all reality after all her

fighting and making plans to try to escape she knew she really wanted this hunky hot sexy alien

..great book great plot the Author Marla Therron had done a great job writing this book very easy to

follow the story line, Another cant put the book down till the end for me book amazing story i highly

recommend this book to anyone who loves alien romance and hot sexy steamy sex.

This starts off good, and the world building and aliens were different and interesting. I did want more

background on the alien culture and H's role in it, and more interaction with his people would have

been nice. I struggled some with the story. Some parts flowed well; other parts were confusing to



me and I skimmed some it. Although I did like H and the idea of the story, I thought the h was a little

annoying. Smart but stubborn to the point of being hard-headed. Pretty good story idea, but the

romance could've been more developed.

I liked this book, it was not easy going at first, but I felt compelled to keep going. And I am very glad

that I did because the book is very good, a different love story. I gave it a 4 star because of the hard

time that "I" had at the beginning. Maybe someone else would not, but if u like adventure, and very

strong man and equally strong hard headed women, go for the book you won't be sorry.
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